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The results of the Dutch-Belgian low-dose CT (LDCT) screening trial (NELSON), have been eagerly 

awaited since the publication of the US National Lung Screening Trial in 2011 demonstrated annual 

low dose CT screening of the chest led to a 20% decrease in lung cancer mortality compared to CXR 

screening(1). While the United States Preventative Service Task Force approved lung cancer screening 

in 2014(2), Europe and the rest of the globe have been paralysed by fear of implementation costs and 

the feasibility of introducing national LDCT screening programmes. The consensus from healthcare 

payers outside of the US has been that we should wait for the results of the NELSON trial, which while 

smaller in size, would give us the confidence of a second randomised controlled trial and proof of 

effect in a population outside of the US healthcare system. Indeed, a recent Health Technology 

Assessment of low-dose CT screening in the UK specifically named the NELSON trial as an important 

source of future information, and explicitly stated that their results were required in order to make a 

decision about its efficacy and cost-effectiveness(3). It was with this background of enthusiastic hope 

and perhaps, dare we say it, health care payer fear, that the NELSON trial preliminary results were 

released at the World Conference on Lung Cancer in Toronto in October.  

Despite NELSON being smaller in size than NLST and having a preponderance of male 

participants, the results were clear: LDCT screening compared to no screening leads to a statistically 

significant lung cancer mortality reduction of 26% for men; and numbers hint that the benefit could 

be even greater in women (between 40-60%). With this new data, the UK, and indeed the world 

outside of the US, now needs to cast aside concerns over efficacy, as well as procrastination over 

implementation, and concentrate more on how we can successfully deliver a cost-efficient screening 

programme reaching those at highest risk. 

One of several key areas of work when running a LDCT programme is dealing efficiently and 

accurately with the management of pulmonary nodules, where the need to diagnose lung cancer early 

is compromised by the danger of over-investigating benign nodules and driving up both financial cost 

and potential participant harms. New pulmonary nodules appearing in individuals with previously 

negative CT screening rounds are particularly vexing. On the one hand, these nodules are most likely 

transient and due to some (likely subclinical) infection or inflammation; on the other, a fast-growing 

lung cancer could easily present as a new nodule on an annual interval scan. At an individual level, 
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there should be no dilemma as to what to do: large nodules require immediate investigation, while 

smaller pulmonary nodules require further surveillance CT to establish their growth rate. However, 

when extrapolated to screening populations numbering in their tens or even hundreds of thousands, 

the problem becomes more complex, as bringing everyone with a new nodule back for surveillance 

CT could incur alarming costs for a population screening programme. The question then becomes: are 

current thresholds of size and growth applicable to new nodules as well as old, or are more aggressive 

cut-offs required for such nodules, to distinguish between benign and malignant lesions? 

Many studies have attempted to do just that by evaluating different nodule characteristics, 

including morphology, nodule location, size (both diameter and volume), growth rate (including 

volume doubling time) and other, more esoteric measures (e.g. radiomics and computer learning) (4–

11). All of these investigations are pieces of the pulmonary nodule jigsaw puzzle which, we hope, will 

fit together to form a complete picture of how to risk stratify and manage these lesions. It is certain 

that the evidence around nodule behaviour will continue to be collected, and the conclusions drawn 

from this evidence will continue to be refined, particularly where computer-aided tools are concerned. 

But given the new impetus to establish national screening programmes, we will need to use the best 

evidence we currently have to support these programmes at their inception. 

The NELSON team has led the way in providing evidence for nodule management; in this 

journal and others, they have delineated the behaviour of pulmonary nodules detected both at 

baseline, and at incidence rounds of screening(12–16). They rightly point out that screening is not a 

single event but a continuous process; serial scanning, as part of a screening programme, will show 

the evolution (and possible devolution) of nodules at set intervals, and that nodules identified at 

baseline and subsequent rounds may require different management strategies. In two previous 

papers on the subject of new solid nodules, they have shown that: (1) the size (volume) threshold for 

new solid nodules found at incidence rounds which require monitoring should be lowered (to 

approximately 30mm3), as should the threshold for immediate investigation (to 200mm3, from 

300mm3), as such nodules are more likely to be malignant(12); (2) new solid nodules in a central or 

right upper lobe location, and solid nodules which were <15 mm3 in retrospective reviews of prior CTs 

(in other words, sub-threshold but not truly new nodules) are significant predictors of lung cancer(16).  

In this issue of Thorax, the NELSON group present an epilogue to these prior investigations 

(Walter, J, et al. Persisting new nodules found at incidence rounds of the NELSON lung cancer 

screening study, Thorax 2019, epub ahead of print), focussing again on risk stratification. This 

manuscript reinforces many of the key messages from the earlier publications. It is reassuring that the 

proportion of new solid nodules that are malignant is low and consistent with their previous 



publications: 25 non-resolving new solid nodules were cancer, corresponding to 7.0% of the 356 

participants with non-resolving new solid nodules. Also, the threshold for immediately referring a new 

solid nodule at first discovery- 200mm3 or larger- is reinforced. Finally, for those of us worried about 

tiny new nodules, it is salutary that small nodules (<50mm3) visible in retrospect had no higher chance 

of being cancer than new nodules below this size threshold: 97% [224/232] of the nodules visible in 

retrospect were <50mm3 (ie less than 5mm in spherical nodule diameter) at initial detection and the 

lung cancer probability (1.3% [3/224], CI 0.3-4.0%) was similar compared to new solid nodules <50mm3 

that were not visible in retrospect (1.5% [6/394], CI 0.6-3.4%, (P=0.855). 

What, then, is new in this latest offering? Firstly, the current analysis finally answers a a key 

clinical question: how many new nodules simply resolve? The answer is the majority: 55% of incident 

nodules resolved, in 47% of participants found to have them (the discrepancy between these numbers 

is accounted for by some people having multiple new nodules). This brings nuance to the debate 

around one of the criticisms levelled against screening, namely the ‘high false positive rate’. Indeed, 

NLST quoted a rate of 23.3%(1), and numbers coming out some screening centres in the US are almost 

twice that(17). But the fact NELSON has shown that most new nodules that appear at incident scans 

subsequently disappear again lends weight to the argument that we should not regard them 

automatically as ‘positive’ findings, but instead treat them as findings requiring surveillance, to be 

assessed via imaging, but not invasively investigated. This has long been the position of LDCT screening 

advocates in the UK and Europe, where the term ‘interval imaging rate’ is used to indicate nodules 

requiring surveillance, as opposed to automatically categorising nodules of a certain size as ‘positive 

findings’.(5) 

Secondly, the NELSON investigators assessed the diagnostic utility of stratifying nodules by 

volume doubling time (VDT) using two approaches: the three-category VDTs of their original 

management protocol (VDT <400 days, 400-600 days, and >600 days) and an optimised cut-off derived 

from their data, of 590 days. Further, they investigate the utility of integrating a VDT ≤590 days with 

the previously established high-risk volume threshold of ≥200mm3. Interestingly, this combination 

outperformed volume alone but was not significantly better than VDT alone. Considering a nodule 

high-risk for malignancy when it had a VDT ≤590 days or volume ≥200mm3 augmented sensitivity to 

100% but at the expense of specificity (84%) for lung cancer, as opposed to 92% sensitivity and 87% 

specificity using VDT ≤590 days alone. Tellingly, the original analysis of new solid nodules did not 

demonstrate the discriminatory value of VDT(12), underscoring the value of reappraising data. 

The authors argue that these results provide justification for urgent referral to a 

pulmonologist when a non-resolving new solid nodule has a VDT ≤590 days. This latter 



recommendation deserves special attention, because 22/25 (88%) of the new solid nodules that were 

lung cancer had a VDT<400 days while only 1/25(4%) lung cancers had a VDT of ≥400 days but <600 

days (Table S5 in the publication); this latter lung cancer was diagnosed in a non-resolving nodule on 

a subsequent LDCT performed more than 120 days later. As the upper limit of the interquartile range 

of VDTs in lung cancer nodules of this subgroup was 362 days (Table 1 in the publication), it is safe to 

say that the growth rate of this single lung cancer with a VDT of 400-600 days was an outlier. Even if 

a nodule measuring 30-199mm3 (the indeterminate range for new solid nodules on incident screening 

rounds) had a VDT of 400-590 days at a 3 month follow-up CT, and was managed conservatively with 

a subsequent CT follow-up at a year 1, such a nodule would at most have grown to 375mm3- an 

increase from 7 to 9mm for a 199mm3 spherical nodule. Thus, it is hard to imagine what a 

pulmonologist or multidisciplinary team conference would do with such a nodule if referred at 3 

months, other than relegate it to further follow-up. The recommendation to more aggressively pursue 

nodules with VDT ≤590 days rather than the established cut-off of ≤400 days, then, albeit based on 

receiver operator characteristic and accuracy metrics analyses, is perhaps a case of the statistical tail 

being allowed to wag the dog a little too strongly.  

This fact notwithstanding, the compendium of NELSON analyses does elegantly illustrate 

three important and complementary lessons. First, nodule management is far from a discovered 

country, and continuous re-appraisal of data can still lead to new insights; for this, the NELSON 

investigators deserve our continued gratitude. Second, even with new insights, refinement of existing 

volume- and growth-based strategies, be it on incidence or baseline screening rounds, will still not 

translate into a panacea that achieves both 100% sensitivity and specificity in population-based LDCT 

lung cancer screening. Finally, the ability of such continued re-appraisal of the same data from the 

same dataset to refine management strategies will, at some point, inevitably plateau. 

 The most headline-worthy results of the NELSON trial are still awaited in print form, but that 

should not detract from the important task of assembling the best evidence for how to take screening 

forward. Indeed, in a post-NELSON world, where the mortality benefit of LDCT screening has been 

confirmed, it is even more imperative that the screening community reaches a consensus on how best 

to manage nodules, both at baseline and at incidence rounds. This is not least because a screening 

programme lives or dies on its ability to reduce harms, minimise false positives and identify cancers 

early; only by putting together the pulmonary nodule jigsaw puzzle, piece by piece, will we be able to 

argue that the exciting lung cancer mortality reduction is truly worth the effort. 
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